Watch the instructional videos and learn more about the inmu at inmutouch.com/support or contact support at info@inmutouch.com

TURN ON

A touch activates the inmu and awakens the music. Unplug the cable if it is connected.

TURN OFF

The music automatically stops when the inmu is lying still. Please note: No cable is needed.

DEACTIVATE

Silent during transport: Unzip the cover and connect the cable. The inmu will stay silent until the cable is unplugged.
WASH THE COVER

Find the zipper pull tap. Unzip the zipper. Take off the cover.

Turn the cover inside out. Zip up the cover and leave 4 cm open for easy handling.

Wash according to the care label instructions.

Machine wash or hand wash.

DRY THE COVER

Do not tumble dry.

Turn the cover right side out again.

While still damp, carefully stretch the cover into shape.

Air dry flat - e.g. on a towel.

PUT ON THE COVER

Unplug the cable if the cable is connected.

Put on the outer cover.

Please note! Make sure the care label and plug are aligned.

Zip up and conceal the pull tab.
When the battery level is low a “Knock, knock, knock” signal sound will be heard and the inmu needs to be charged.

Find the pull tab of the zipper. Unzip the cover. Connect the cable and the charger. A signal sound indicates that charging has begun.

Charging time: up to 3 hours. A “Humm...” sound will be heard until the battery is fully charged. The volume of sound reflects the battery level.

When the “Humm...” sound stops the inmu is fully charged. Unplug the cable, zip up the cover and conceal the pull tab.

VOLUME (Please follow these instructions closely or watch the instructional videos at inmutouch.com/support)

1. Awake the music. Connect the cable and the inmu goes silent. Then immediately...

2. ... squeeze firmly on both sides simultaneously. Listen and stop at the preferred volume: Low, medium or high and then immediately...

3. ... unplug the cable to save the preferred setting. Zip up the cover and conceal the pull tab.

The setting should be completed within 4 sec. If a “Wizz...” signal sound is heard the new setting was not successful. Then repeat steps 1-2-3.

MAINTENANCE

The inmu is water repellant. It can be wiped with a damp cloth.

The cover and the core can be wiped with a disinfectant tissue.

Attention! The inmu is NOT watertight.

Attention! Do not disassemble the inmu (core).
DISPOSAL

The inmu has a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery, which corresponds to the EU-directive 2006/66/EC. It must not be disposed of as ordinary household waste. Please follow your local regulations for battery disposal to prevent negative impact on the environment and health.

Model name: inmu Soprano
Product name: inmuRELAX and inmuDANCE

RECYCLING

The inmu is made of materials that are as sustainable, natural and hypoallergenic as possible. We make our products with care, consideration and dignity. Touch the inmu — enjoy it and share it with others...

SAFETY ADVICE

1. Do not attempt to disassemble the inmu or take off the inner cover (the core).
2. Avoid striking the inmu against sharp or hard objects.
3. Keep the inmu away from fire.
4. Keep the inmu away from flammable fluids.
5. The inmu is NOT watertight. Contact with fluids should be avoided.
6. Keep the charger and cable dry.
7. Do not leave the inmu outdoors or in environments with high humidity.
8. The inmu should not be used or stored at temperatures below 5°C or above 45°C.
9. The inmu should not be charged at temperatures below 10°C or above 45°C.
10-12. The inmu and battery charger should not be exposed to direct sunlight.
13-14. Only the original charger and cable should be used when charging the inmu.
15. The charger must not be dismantled.
16. The inmu should not be exposed to more than 100 kg of continued pressure.
17. The inmu can absorb moderate shocks only (avoid drop of more than 2 meters).
18. The inmu is not made to end in a trash can. Most parts can be reused.
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